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Instructions:
The question paper has 27 questions in all.
Marks are indicated against each question.
Questions from serial number 1 to 7 are very short answer type questions .Each question carries 1 mark.
Questions from serial number 8 to 18 are 3 mark questions. Answers of these questions should not exceed
80 words.
Questions from serial number 19 to 25 are 5 mark questions .Answer of these questions should not exceed
120 words.
Questions no 26 and 27 are map questions .Attempt it on the map and attach it in your answer sheet.
Q1. Name any two major types of industries in London.(1)
Q2.Write one difference between rock and mineral.(1)
Q3.When was India decentralized?(1)
Q5. What is disguised unemployment?(1)
Q6.When was COPRA enacted?(1)
Q7. Which organization publishes human development report?(1)
Q8. Why were dalits not keen participants during the freedom struggle?(3)
Q9. Describe the significance of Go East Movement for the Vietnamese.(3)
Q10.Novels were of great significance for the colonial masters. Explain any three
reasons.(3)
Q11.What steps were taken to control crime in the city of London?(3)
Q12.Name two conventional and two non conventional sources of energy. Why we
need to conserve non conventional sources of energy?(3)
Q13.Describe the characteristics of plantation agriculture.(3)
Q14. Explain different forms of Power Sharing in a modern democracy.(3)
Q15.What are the various challenges to political parties?(3)

Q16.How do social divisions affects politics? Give two examples.(3)
Q17.Tertiary sector has gained lot of importance in recent years. Explain any three
reasons for it.(3)
Q18.Describe a situation where credit plays negative role in development. (5)
Q19. Different social groups raised different demands during the Civil Disobedience
Movement. Explain.(5)
Q20. What are the merits of Multipurpose dams? Explain any five.(5)
Q21. Minerals play an important role in development of a country. Support the
statement with valuable arguments.(5)
Q22. Describe the accommodation Belgium made to improve Power sharing in their
country.(5)
Q23.What reforms will you suggest to overcome the challenges of political parties?(5)
Q24.Bring out the differences between the criteria use4d by the World Bank and UNDP
to measure development.(5)
25.How can you protect the workers in the unorganized sector? Elaborate.(5)

Q Q26.Identify and label the following on the map of India
a)The place where the Jallianwala Bagh incident occured
b)The place associated with the ‘No Tax campaign’ of 1928.
Q27.Identify and label
A –a type of soil
B Paradip-A major sea port
C Gandhinagar Software technology park

